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Talon's Trophy By Dawn Ryder Talon is a hunter, a member of the team charged with protecting the outer
sphere and its inhabitants. His entire life is devoted to duty and protection. And now, after ten years of
preparation and anticipation, a female trophy is his reward. When Chanah inadvertently steps into hunter
territory and breaks the law on his watch, she becomes his trophy by right of capture. Focused and with
single-minded determination, Talon applies the same dedication to the task of transforming Chanah into his
idea of the perfect trophy a submissive who will meet all his sexual needs. But things go awry from the start
and Chanah, with her strong nature and reluctance to submit, makes Talon realize that a "trophy" is not the
prize he thought it would be. Sexy, feisty, with a mind of her own, Chanah moves their fiery, intense sexual
encounters from a battle of wills to a battle of emotions a battle Talon is ill-equipped to wage but discovers
the rewards are so much more. Fate dictates her whims on those she selects to join together. Talon may call
Chanah his trophy but fate will ensure that his heart becomes her prize. Hawk's Prey By Dawn Ryder It's a
harsh world they live in. Tova, a non-convict, is sent to live in the penal sphere with her brother and father
after they are found guilty of crimes and her home destroyed. It is the only option for a homeless woman.
That, or ostracization by her friends in the outer sphere. Hawk is a Hunter, his job to guard convicts in the
penal sphere. A large man, strong, with a rock-solid set of values. A casual meeting between the two sparks
an attraction both fight but neither can deny. Like every Hunter, Hawk wanted a female. But his options
weren't many and all of them left him cold except Tova. It was a match made to torment him with the
temptation of the forbidden. And for Tova, what future is there for a chaste non-convict woman who
succumbs to the attraction of a Hunter, when sex is used primarily as a bartering tool? But Fate is often
unpredictable. When she strikes, it's with deadly accuracy. Logic never wins when two souls find their
matches. Reader Advisory: This tale features scenes of ménage a trois, spanking and voyeurism. Not for the
faint at heart, but definitely for those who want to raise their heart rate! Note: This story is set in the same
world as Talon's Trophy, however Hawk's Prey can be read alone. Janus' Conquest By Dawn Ryder Fay
knew the large Hunter wanted her. It was a fact she tried to ignore even as she felt Janus' eyes lingering on
her, following her. But the rumors told her the story of a Hunter who enjoyed domination. Placing her faith
in gossip might not be wise but it was far safer than letting her body become his plaything. She refused to
submit to any man, and Janus would demand her submission and more. Janus wasn't willing to accept Fay's
rejection. Attraction wasn't fair, but in his case it appeared in the form of a female who taunted his every
effort to entice her, leaving only one way to gain what he craved, and that was to conquer her. It was an
engagement Janus was looking forward to with relish.
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From reader reviews:

Homer Simon:

Do you have favorite book? Should you have, what is your favorite's book? Reserve is very important thing
for us to learn everything in the world. Each guide has different aim or perhaps goal; it means that reserve
has different type. Some people experience enjoy to spend their the perfect time to read a book. These are
reading whatever they acquire because their hobby is reading a book. Consider the person who don't like
reading a book? Sometime, person feel need book when they found difficult problem or maybe exercise.
Well, probably you should have this Hunter's Catch.

Kimberly Smith:

What do you with regards to book? It is not important along? Or just adding material when you want
something to explain what the ones you have problem? How about your time? Or are you busy particular
person? If you don't have spare time to complete others business, it is make you feel bored faster. And you
have free time? What did you do? Every person has many questions above. They should answer that question
since just their can do that. It said that about publication. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is correct.
Because start from on pre-school until university need that Hunter's Catch to read.

Patricia Baker:

The guide with title Hunter's Catch has lot of information that you can find out it. You can get a lot of gain
after read this book. This particular book exist new know-how the information that exist in this e-book
represented the condition of the world today. That is important to yo7u to know how the improvement of the
world. This kind of book will bring you with new era of the internationalization. You can read the e-book in
your smart phone, so you can read the idea anywhere you want.

Bonnie Pace:

In this era which is the greater person or who has ability in doing something more are more treasured than
other. Do you want to become one of it? It is just simple method to have that. What you need to do is just
spending your time very little but quite enough to have a look at some books. One of the books in the top list
in your reading list is definitely Hunter's Catch. This book which is qualified as The Hungry Slopes can get
you closer in getting precious person. By looking up and review this guide you can get many advantages.
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